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Abstract: We propose and implement a new concept for thermochromic plasmonic elements. It
is based on vanadium dioxide (VO2) nanocrystals located in the near field of surface plasmon
polaritons supported by an otherwise unstructured gold thin film. When the VO2 undergoes the
metal-insulator phase transition, the coupling conditions for conversion of light into propagating
surface plasmon polaritons change markedly. In particular, we realize thermochromic plasmonic
grating couplers with substantial switching contrast as well as tunable plasmonic couplers in a
Kretschmann configuration. The use of VO2 nanocrystals permits highly repetitive switching
and room temperature operation. Simulations based on the actual dielectric function of our VO2
nanocrystals agree well with the experiment.
c© 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are collective electronic excitations propagating along a metal-
dielectric interface and play a key role in various scientific areas. In particular, the controlled
coupling of free-space radiation into SPPs is integral to developments in nanophotonics. The
emerging area of "active plasmonics" focuses on fast and deterministic control of plasmonic
devices. So far, most concepts have relied on electrical [1] , electro-mechanical [2,3] or (ultrafast)
optical manipulations [4, 5], of the SPP launching and/or propagation. In essence, such optical
approaches rely on the modification of the dielectric function associated with the photoexcitation.
However, even more substantial changes to the dielectric properties can be induced by structural
phase transitions. In this context, vanadium dioxide (VO2) attracts extensive interest as it exhibits
a metal-insulator phase transition (MIT) close to ambient temperatures (≈ 68◦C for bulk crystals).
Upon heating, VO2 undergoes a structural change from a room temperature insulating to a
high temperature metallic phase [6, 7]. In particular, this MIT is accompanied by a marked
change of the complex dielectric function in the telecom window [8, 9]. Several photonic
elements employing this control mechanism have been demonstrated or proposed, comprising
nanoscale diffraction gratings [10,11] and lenses [11,12], polarization optics [13–15] or photonic
modulators [16–18]. Recent studies have also been devoted to the use of VO2 for modulating
plasmonic functionalities [19–24], including the propagation of SPPs [25–27] and antenna
resonances [28–30]. In addition, similar concepts have been demonstrated based on other phase
change materials [31–35]. However, the benefit of VO2 for active control of SPP launching in
plain metal films has not been addressed so far.
In this Letter we optically investigate plasmonic elements with VO2 nanocrystals (NCs)
embedded just below the surface of a gold covered dielectric. The phase transition in these
VO2-NCs can be conveniently induced by (local) heating and/or optical excitation. In addition,
it exhibits a large hysteresis with a supercooled metallic state at ambient temperatures. The
bistability of nanoscale VO2 specimen allows for the implementation of persistent, but erasable
photonic elements [11] or plasmonic memory devices [22]. Owing to a Mie-type resonance
of the spherical metallic NCs, the change of the dielectric function during the MIT is strongly
increased compared to bulk films [36]. Furthermore, the spectral position of this resonance and
the characteristics of the hysteresis can be engineered during the fabrication process.
For well-defined SPP launching, two main mechanisms have been identified. In one approach,
the momentum transfer related to spatially periodic structures helps to overcome the momentum
mismatch between free-space radiation and SPPs propagating on a metal surface. Alternative-
ly, the evanescent field associated with total internal reflection is able to excite SPPs in the
Kretschmann configuration. To demonstrate the usefulness of the MIT in VO2 for tunable SPP
launching, we investigate nanocomposite samples following those two approaches: (i) By site-
selective deactivation of the phase transition in the NCs, we form thermochromic diffraction
gratings. When covered with gold thin films, these specimens act as thermochromic plasmonic
grating couplers with substantial switching contrast. (ii) Another set of experiments addresses
Kretschmann configurations with VO2-NCs in the optical near field of propagating SPPs. Here, a
marked change of the coupling angle of such a SPP launcher is observed when the NCs undergo
the phase transition. All the findings are in line with measurements of the actual dielectric
function of the VO2-NCs in the insulating and metallic regime.
2. Sample characterization
Our samples consist of a dense layer of unconnected VO2-NCs embedded in fused silica (SiO2).
The NCs are synthesized by sequential ion beam implantation of vanadium (9 × 1016/cm2,
100 keV) and oxygen (1.8 × 1017/cm2, 36 keV) followed by a 10 min rapid thermal annealing
step at 1000◦C [10,37]. The resulting VO2-NCs are approximately spherical and are characterized
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-section transmission electron microscope image of ion beam synthesized
VO2 nanocrystals (NCs) embedded in a fused silica matrix. (b) Real and (c) imaginary part
of the refractive index of the VO2 nanocrystal (NC) layer as determined by ellipsometry for
different sample temperatures. Blue: 28◦C (insulating). Red: 100◦C (metallic). The vertical
dashed lines indicate the photon energies used for the plasmonic switching. (d) Decrease of
optical transmissivity related to the phase transition from insulating to metallic VO2-NCs.
The red line is a Gaussian fit to the data.
by an average diameter of 90 nm and an areal density of ∼ 1 × 1010cm−2. They are centered
85nm below the surface. A typical transmission electron micrograph is shown in Fig. 1(a). Unlike
most bulk or thin-film VO2 specimen, the NCs allow for highly repepetive switching without any
structural desintegration [11]. The guiding idea of our study is to functionalize such specimens
with gold thin films such that the VO2-NCs are located in the near-field of SPPs supported by this
metal film. As a consequence, SPP launching and/or propagation can be modulated exploiting
the MIT of VO2.
We first address the change of the complex refractive index function of the VO2-NCs during
the MIT. To this end, we perform spectral ellipsometry on an unprocessed VO2-NCs:SiO2 sample
and analyze the real and imaginary part of the refractive index ñ = n + ik of the VO2-NC layer,
cf. Figs. 1 (b) and 1(c). For the NC layer, we use an effective medium approach with spherical
VO2-NCs embedded in SiO2. For the dielectric function of VO2, we employ an established model
with three Lorentz oscillators [38]. Close to room temperature, all NCs are in the insulating
phase and the spectral signature is rather flat. At elevated temperatures above the MIT, the
NCs are in the metallic phase. The optical response is now governed by a Mie-type resonance
within the metallic VO2-NCs. It is adaequately described by Mie theory for the polarizability
of spherical particles [36, 39]. This resonance results in a strongly increased imaginary part k
and a dispersive signature in the real part n. For further characterization, we perform spectrally
resolved transmission measurements at normal incidence. Due to the increased imaginary part
k the transmission is reduced by >30% in the metallic phase despite an effective interaction
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic top view of the grating structures fabricated by site-selective deac-
tivation of the metal-insulator phase transition (MIT) using implantation of Ar+ ions. (b)
First order diffraction efficiency of λ = 1.55µm light (normal incidence) for various sample
temperatures during heating (red quares) and cooling cycles (blue circles).
length of < 50 nm, cf. Fig. 1(d). The spectrum of the transmission change is well described
by a Gaussian centered at 0.97 eV, reflecting the Mie-type resonance in the NCs. We note that
throughout the paper we investigate two VO2-NC samples which slightly differ in resonance
shape and absorption strength. This does not affect the main conclusions below.
3. Plasmonic grating couplers
We now turn towards the demonstration of a switchable SPP launcher based on a thermochromic
grating which utilizes the change of the VO2 dielectric function during the MIT. To this end, we
define grating patterns in the VO2-NC layer via site-selective deactivation of the MIT. Details of
the procedure are described in [10]. In short, the grating profile is defined by e-beam lithography.
Then we irradiate the sample with Ar+ ions (7 × 1015/cm2, 80 keV) such that point defects
are introduced into the NCs located in uncovered areas. As a result, the MIT is inhibited such
that the deactivated NCs do not switch to the metallic phase irrespective of heating and/or
optical excitation. It has already been shown that the dielectric contrast between the regular
and deactivated NCs can be utilized to create thermochromic diffraction gratings [10], tunable
polarizers [15] and other reconfigurable photonic elements [11].
For the aim of plasmonic grating couplers, we apply the site-selective deactivation procedure
and form ∼ 500µm large gratings of different periodicities p and duty cycles a/p, cf. sketch
in Fig. 2(a). For characterization purposes, we measure their first order diffraction efficiency
in transmission geometry while driving the MIT. The samples are mounted on a temperature-
controlled holder. Two goniometer stages allow us to independently tune the angle of incidence
and the detection angle. As a light source, a commercial femtosecond Er:fiber laser (Toptica FFS)
is used. An optical bandpass filter centered at 1.55µm (0.8eV) narrows its output spectrum to
15nm width (FWHM). The use of pulsed optical sources as opposed to cw-lasers is chosen simply
because of the availability in our lab. In Fig. 2(b), the intensity of the first order diffraction,
normalized to the intensity transmitted at 10◦C, is plotted for various sample temperatures.
Below a critical temperature TC , all NCs are in the insulating phase. Upon heating, the steep
rise of the diffracted signal at TC ≈ 90◦C is caused by the MIT. Above TC , the alternating
areas of insulating (deactivated) and metallic VO2 act as a diffraction grating. When cooling the
sample again a supercooled metallic phase persists down to ∼ 35◦C. When the temperature is
reduced further the NCs switch back to the insulating phase. As a consequence, the dielectric
contrast vanishes and the diffraction efficiency approaches its initial small value. The marked
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thermal hysteresis can be attributed to the first order phase transition and the good crystallinity
of the single-domain NCs and surrounding SiO2 matrix [11]. Remarkably, the almost complete
absence of a dielectric contrast between deactivated and insulating VO2 results in a substantial
switching contrast. Specifically, the diffraction efficiency in the supercooled state exceeds that of
the insulating state by a factor of ∼ 45.
To enable the plasmonic functionality of these gratings, a 2nm thick titanium adhesion layer
and a nominally 25nm thick gold layer are deposited on top of the grating patterns. We focus
on the SPP modes supported at the air-gold interface. Related to the thin metal film, these
surface-bound modes partly overlap with the NC layer, cf. Fig. 3(a) for visualization. It is well






where εm is the dielectric functions of the metal (for air, εd ≈ 1) and k0 = 2π/λ is the free-space
vector of light. A widely used method to overcome the momentum mismatch with respect to
incident free-space radiation is the grating-induced SPP coupling. In particular, TM polarized
light with an off-normal angle of incidence θ can be converted into propagating SPPs whenever
the condition
kSPP = k0 sin (θ) ± mKG (2)
with KG = 2π/p, the grating period p and an integer m is fulfilled [40].
To verify SPP launching, we investigate the angular dependence of the optical transmission
for insulating and supercooled metallic VO2-NCs. The light source is again a pulsed Er:fiber
laser centered at 0.8 eV. In order to ensure sufficient angular resolution, we loosely focus
its output to form ∼100 µm spots on the grating. As SPP excitation is only possible for TM
polarized light, we directly measure the difference in transmissivity of TM and TE polarized light
using a polarizing beam splitter, two InGaAs photodiodes and the differential input of a lock-in
amplifier referenced to the laser output. Via this detection scheme, the increased absorption in
the metallic phase does not contribute to the signal. Figure 3(b) shows the angular dependence of
the difference of TM and TE transmissivity for a grating with p = 2.5 µm in the insulating and
supercooled metallic state. The sample temperature of 50◦C is the same in both cases. To prepare
the supercooled metallic phase, we make use of the thermal hysteresis of the MIT in the NCs.
The samples are heated to 105◦C and subsequently cooled down to 50◦C. As a consequence, our
procedure separates the influence of the MIT from any other thermal effect that might occur in
the nanocomposite. Owing to the different angular dependences of the Fresnel coefficients at the
various interfaces, the signals in Fig. 3(b) show an overall slope. More importantly, a distinct
signature of SPP launching is evident at an angle of incidence of ≈ 23◦. This resonance is clearly
seen in the data in Fig. 3(c) where we subtract the slowly varying background. When the grating
in the VO2 layer is activated by switching to the metallic phase, the coupling condition (2) is
fulfilled. The sub-wavelength proximity of the gold-air interface to the NC layer ensures a spatial
overlap with the SPP modes (see Fig. 3(a) for an illustration). As a result, a fraction of the TM
polarized incident light is converted to SPPs and, thus, the differential transmission decreases.
The maximum signal strengths in Fig. 3(c) point towards an efficiency of SPP launching of
∼ 0.5%, i.e., similar to the diffraction efficiencies seen in Fig. 2.
To corroborate our interpretation, we calculate the resonance angle using the Eqs. (1) and
(2) with m = 1 and literature data for the dielectric function of gold [41] and SiO2 [42]. The
vertical arrow in Fig. 3(c) marks the calculated positions and agrees very well with the observed
resonance angle. When all the VO2-NCs are in the insulating phase, only a small dispersive
feature is seen, reflecting the residual dielectric contrast between Ar-exposed and as-grown NCs.
We also analyze the influence of the duty cycle a/p of the grating in a range from 0.2 from
0.6 (data not shown). MIT-induced SPP resonances are found for all gratings. The coupling
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic cross-section of a gold covered VO2 nanocrystal (NC) sample
featuring alternating stripes of deactivated and as-grown NCs. The red area illustrates the
field distribution of surface plasmon polaritions (SPPs), launched at λ = 1.55µm (black line).
(b) Difference of TM and TE polarized transmission for insulating (blue) and metallic (red)
VO2-NCs in the as-grown areas. Dashed lines are parabolic fits to the background signals.
(c) Background-corrected transmission data for different grating periods. The vertical arrows
mark the expected SPP resonance positions.
efficiency is largest for ∼0.5 duty cycle, as is the diffraction efficiency.
To further confirm our signals as arising from thermochromic SPP resonances, we investigate
samples with different grating period p. Figure 3(c) also includes the background-corrected data
for p = 2.0 µm and p = 3.0 µm. The resonance angle is seen to markedly shift with the grating
period. Again, the vertical arrows indicate the expected positions which are fully in line with
the experiment. In all investigated samples with site-selective deactivation of the MIT, the large
dielectric switching contrast of the gratings ensures a practically complete on-off modulation of
the SPP resonance. When the sample temperature is decreased to room temperature, the grating
pattern is erased in a non-destructive fashion and the plasmonic grating coupler is switched off.
4. Kretschmann configuration
In a second set of experiments, we investigate the influence a VO2-NC layer on the coupling
of SPPs in the Kretschmann geometry [40, 43]. In this configuration, matching the in-plane
momentum of the incident light to the SPP, cf. Eq. (1) is achieved by effectively increasing the
light’s wave vector in a dielectric with refractive index ns > 1. Thereby, the restriction kSPP > k0
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is removed and the new coupling condition reads:
kSPP = ns sin(θ)k0 . (3)
The sample geometry used to implement this configuration is depicted in Fig. 4(a). The dielectric
is fused silica, i.e. ns = nfs ≈ 1.44. Most importantly, the prism enables the angle θ to become
large enough to fulfill Eq. (3). This equation determines the angle θ where TM polarized light
potentially launches SPPs at the gold-air interface. When the coupling condition is fulfilled,
energy is transferred from incident light to SPP modes and, thus, the optical reflectivity is reduced
for a specific angle.
We now investigate how the light-SPP conversion is affected by change of the dielectric
function of the nearby VO2-NC layer during the MIT. To this end, we detect the reflectivity
RTM for TM polarized light in the setup described above and vary the angle of incidence. As a
light source we use an optical parametric amplifier (Coherent OPA 9850) in combination with a
bandpass (12nm FWHM) centered at a wavelength of 1.26µm (0.98 eV photon energy). For this
photon energy, only the imaginary part of the VO2-NC’s refractive index is affected by the MIT,
cf. Fig. 1. In Fig. 4(b), this angular dependence of RTM is displayed for insulating VO2-NCs
(65◦C sample temperature, blue line). Note that we normalize the signal to RTM(θ = 43.0◦) = 1.
While the rise of the signal at θ ≈ 43.8◦ is due to the onset of total internal reflection, it is
followed by a rapid decrease related to a resonance where the evanescent light launches SPPs.
At the resonance peak at θ = 44.2◦, the reflectivity of the structure is as small as ∼10% and,
therefore, most of the incident light is transferred to SPP modes. In the metallic phase at the
same temperature (red line), the overall reflectivity RTM is reduced by roughly a factor of two.
This reduction arises from the double pass through the VO2-NC layer and agrees well with the
transmission data in Fig. 1(c). More importantly, the resonance broadens and shifts to a slightly
larger angle. This result may be explained by the increased damping related to increasing losses
in the metallic VO2-NCs. The altered shape of the resonance becomes more evident when the
reflectivity is again normalized to RTM(θ = 43.0◦) = 1 (red dashed line).
For a more detailed analysis of the MIT-induced changes to the SPP resonance, we repeat
the Kretschmann type experiments for different photon energies. In particular, the nature of the
MIT in our VO2-NCs opens up the possibility to select photon energies where the real part of the
dielectric function increases (0.8 eV), remains unchanged (0.98 eV) or decreases (1.37 eV). Note
that the imaginary part always increases, cf. Fig. 1. In addition to the two light sources above, a
home-built Ti:sapphire laser in combination with a 10nm (FWHM) wide bandpass at 0.905µm
(1.37 eV) is employed. In Figs. 5(a)-5(c) the MIT-induced change of the reflectance is shown for
the three photon energies (red lines). While the overall offset is again related to the transmission
decrease related to the double pass through the VO2-NC layer, the MIT-induced change to the
SPP resonance results in markedly different angular shapes. In particular, the effect of the MIT
on the reflectivity RTM(θ) is remarkably sensitive to the angle of incidence. For example, at 0.98
eV photon energy, the change in reflectance varies from 30% to 80% within an angular range as
small as 0.05◦.
Finally we aim to quantitatively model the influence of the MIT on the plasmonic resonance.
At the same time, we elucidate the role of real and imaginary part of the dielectric function
of the VO2-NCs. To this end, we simulate the optical response of the Kretschmann geometry
using a transfer-matrix method. Specifically, the simulations compute the TM reflectivity for
varying angles of incidence (RTM(θ)). The sample is modeled by a five layer sequence, with air
and fused silica as the semi-infinite top and bottom layer, respectively. The VO2-NCs are taken
into account as a homogeneous layer with a thickness of 90 nm. The real part of the refractive
index is taken from the actual ellipsometry data in Fig. 1(a). The imaginary part is adjusted such
that the transmission decrease far away from the resonance is reproduced by the simulations
(we note that this procedure results in a better agreement as the NCs used for the Kretschmann
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic cross-section of the sample geometry used in the Kretschmann con-
figuration. TM polarized light (black line) is incident on a fused silica prism attached to a
gold covered VO2 nanocrystal (NC) sample. The red area illustrates the field distribution
of surface plasmon polaritons. (b) Reflectivity data RTM(θ) for insulating (blue line) and
metallic (red line) VO2-NCs together with normalized metallic phase data (red dashed line).
type experiments slightly differ from those used to obtain the ellipsometry data). The refractive
indices of gold [41] and fused silica [42] are taken from literature.
In a first step, we selectively change only either the real n or imaginary part k of the refractive
index ñ = n + ik and simulate RTM(θ) for the photon energies used in the experiment. The
resulting data are shown in Figs. 5(d)-5(f). The main finding is that the shift and the broadening
of the resonance are determined by the increased imaginary part, which leads to increased
damping of the SPPs in the VO2 layer. In contrast, a modification of the real part n primarily
changes the overall reflectivity of the structure. Remarkably, it also leads to a deeper resonance
at photon energies of 0.80 eV and 1.37 eV. This finding is related to the destructive interfer-
ence of (totally) reflected light with light that is re-emitted from SPPs into the substrate. This
interference determines the minimum reflectivity in the Kretschmann configuration [40]. The
phase shift introduced by the change in n modifies this interference. In our sample configuration,
the reflectivity is close to being minimal for 0.98 eV photon energy and insulating VO2 and,
thus, the MIT leads to a slightly reduced resonance strength. In contrast, at both 0.80 eV and
1.37 eV photon energy, the phase shift induced by the altered real part improves the destructive
interference when switching to the metallic phase.
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Fig. 5. Change of the reflectance of TM polarized light in the Kretschmann configuration
caused by the phase transition from insulating to metallic VO2 for different photon energies.
(a)-(c) Experimental data (red lines) and results of simulations based on the transfer-matrix
method (black lines). (d)-(f) Simulation results for a change of either only the imaginary or
only the real part of the VO2 refractive index ñ = n + ik . Blue lines reflect the change in the
real part of the dielectric function while the orange lines originate from the change in the
imaginary part. Black lines show simulations for the full change of the dielectric function
which are also contained in panels (a) - (c).
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A full understanding of the MIT-induced change to the SPP coupling requires to incorporate
both the real and the imaginary part of the dielectric function. In Figs. 5(a)-5(f), the results
of these full simulations are included as black lines. It is evident that the influence of the
VO2-NC layer on the SPP resonance is well reproduced by the simulations. In particular, the
positions of the resonance coincide and the angular shapes of the MIT-induced changes match
the experimental results. The remaining deviations are likely related to the finite spectral and
angular resolution of the experiment and, to some extent, to the uncertainty in the refractive
index data.
5. Conclusion
To summarize, we have demonstrated a new class of plasmonic elements that takes full advantage
of the optical bistability and the substantial changes of the near-infrared polarizability of VO2
nanocrystals undergoing a metal-insulator phase transition. Paradigmatic examples comprise
thermochromic plasmonic grating couplers and thermo-tunable SPP launchers in a Kretschmann
configuration. The structures offer substantial modulations close to room temperature and exhibit
a pronounced hysteresis. We note that doping of the VO2 nanocrystals enables to further taylor
the structural transition. So far, we have focused on a purely thermal modulation at room
temperature. However, it is well known that the phase transition in VO2 can also be optically
triggered on sub-ps timescales. As a result, the concept can be easily extended to modulations at
GHz frequencies.
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